
M a x I o n a t a i s 
considered to be one of 
the most important jazz 
saxophonists working 
the contemporary Italian 
Jazz scene today. While 
somewhat of a late 
bloomer having moved 
to Rome in 2005, Ionata 
has gained considerable 
notoriety and reputation 
f r o m i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
audiences and critics 
alike with this critic 
considering himself one 
of his more ardent fans.

Having worked the all 
important notable club 
and festival circuits in 
tandem with such acts 
as Robin Eubanks, Mike 
Stern and Bob Mintzer, 
Ionata now  finds himself 
in as formidable and 
respectable a trio as you 
may run across on either 
side of the Atlantic. Kind 
Of Trio features Max 
I o n a t a o n t e n o r 
saxophone, Clarence 

Penn on drums and Reuben Rogers on double bass. Opening with the Clarence Penn original 
"Brotherhood" there is a decidedly soul-lite vibe that runs through the trio including the lyrically 
charged solo from double-bassist Reuben Rogers as the trio moves forward with a dynamic lyrical 
sense of purpose but a tasteful understatement of  finesse. Ionata's tone and phrasing are the stuff 
saxophone dreams are made of  with players working their entire career to achieve the sound that 
seems to pour effortlessly from Ionata's horn. While the swing is slightly dialed back there is a a 
lingering musical sense of  urgency that is captivating. The Max Ionata penned tune "Kumico" has a 
more post modern swing, a harder bop without the annoying edge found with players that lack the 
finesse or lyrical voice to make the sound work. Rogers and Penn of course anchor a stellar 
rhythm section with subtle nuances and controlled fury that makes the swing that much harder with 
only half the effort. A trio that can swing smarter but not harder is a beautiful thing. Closing with 
another post bop gold nugget is "Waiting For Eli" where the lyrical sense of urgency goes hand in 
hand with a swing that slowly creeps into your soul.

Max Ionata, Clarence Penn and Reuben Rogers are clearly masters of  the musical 
understatement. Lyrical swing that explores the idiom to the fullest without self indulgence or 
overkill.

5 Easy Stars!

Tracks: Brotherhood; Con Alma; Kumico; But; Out Back; Nuovo Cinema Paradiso - Love There; 
The Change; To Be; Raven; Aurora; Waiting For Eli.

Personnel: Max Ionata: tenor saxophone; Clarence Penn: drums; Reuben Rogers: double-bass.
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With an album title that has a clear echo of what is probably the best selling jazz album of all time, 
Kind Of Trio is likely to catch your attention. This title may or may not have been chosen for that 
effect, but from the very start it's clear to the listener that this trio have a great synergy and have 
produced a set of tunes full of spotaneity and inventiveness.

The unit is headed by Max Ionata, nowadays clearly established as one of the leading tenor 
saxophonists on the European scene. He has also built up a substantial fanbase in Japan with 
releases such as Inspiration and Coffee Time on Albore Jazz and Night Walk (as part of the 
Quartetto Trevi) on the Norma Blu imprint, as well as guest appearances on projects from Japanese 
artists (TRI4TH and Tatsuo Sunaga).  For this new project on the Italian Via Veneto Jazz and Jando 
Music labels, Ionata is joined by a talented rhythm section in the form of drummer Clarence Penn 
and bassist Reuben Rogers, who have worked with a number of renowned artists and are both well-
known names on the New York circuit.

The saxophone trio format allows a lot of space and freedom for musicians to work in, and this is 
evident on this album from the word go, with Brotherhood having a memorable main melody but 
also featuring extended passages of improvisation. The whole album has a very live feel to it and as 
a listener, you get the feeling that you're enjoying the privilege of a private performance. The eleven 
tracks include nine originals (with Max Ionata and Clarence Penn contributing four apiece and one 
tune from Reuben Rogers) as well as Dizzy Gillespie's Con Alma, and a cover of the Ennio 
Morricone composition Nuovo Cinema Paradiso - Love Theme. 
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Following on from the opener Brotherhood is Con Alma, rearranged here by Reuben Rogers, 
transforming the tune from a Latin jazz number into a contemporary workout which is both 
beautifully spacious and rhythmically complex. Kumico, a more uptempo number allows all three 
musicians to let loose with some impressive solos, while But is a slower tune with a slightly more 
conventional structure and a memorable and slightly melancholic main sax riff.

Out Back opens with a strong insistent bassline and some danceable rhythms over the top of which 
Ionata blows some mind-blowing sax grooves, and is without a doubt one of the most instant tunes 
on the album. From the uptempo grooves of Out Back, the mood switches to the seductive and 
sensuous with the cover of Nuovo Cinema Paradiso - Love Theme, a beautiful rendition of 
Morricone's soundtrack.

Other tracks worth listening out for are the foot-tapping bop number The Change, and the freer, 
more complex tune Raven, that takes the listener on varied and expansive journey in just four and a 
half minutes.

Kind Of Trio is a hugely rewarding listen and album that grows on repeated listens. It's the 
outstanding musicianship of all three musicians involved that really makes the album so strong, and 
this explains goes a long way to explaining the title. This is not one single musician's project, but a 
kind of trio made up three highly talented players all bringing their own distinctive ideas to the 
project. Definitely worth checking out.




